Ruby master - Bug #15038
Appveyor MinGW - bundled gems missing?

08/28/2018 04:17 PM - MSP-Greg (Greg L)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
Target version:
ruby -v: ruby 2.6.0dev (2018-08-28 trunk 64586)
[x64-mingw32]
Backport: 2.3: UNKNOWN, 2.4: UNKNOWN, 2.5: UNKNOWN

Description
I just noticed that the Appveyor MinGW build is not showing the installed bundled gems in the console output, although the mswin build is.

See r64585 test, mswin vs mingw.

Since this part of the install recently broke, I checked an earlier rev (r64550), and it shows the same thing, (mwsin ok, mingw missing.)

It's been a long time since I needed to revise the bundled gem code in ruby-loco, and it's set up to cache the gems on Appveyor & also if one is building locally.

I don't know if this is considered an issue, but someone trying to build locally using the scripts might be surprised.

Thanks, Greg

History

#1 - 02/14/2020 11:53 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- Assignee set to hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)
- Status changed from Open to Assigned

#2 - 08/31/2020 09:33 PM - jeremyevans0 (Jeremy Evans)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

Both AppVeyor CI jobs now show the bundled gems, so hopefully this can be closed:

https://ci.appveyor.com/project/ruby/ruby/builds/34951403/job/xodf8ma94pv35c33?fullLog=true#L3025
https://ci.appveyor.com/project/ruby/ruby/builds/34951403/job/d93pqb6dj5rvj1i7?fullLog=true#L3024